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Flutter Developer – Delhi
Description
We’re looking for outstanding Flutter app developers with exceptional app
development and logical skills to work in a team environment on mobile application.
You will be working on designing and building android and IOS apps on Flutter
while getting opportunity to work in Native iOS and Android apps as well.

You would spent lot of time integrating REST apis. Building and Optimising Android
and iOS apps from scratch with designes provided.

Responsibilities

Min 1 year of experience in App development.
Understanding of Dart and Flutter libraries app development.
Having good understanding of Android and iOS component systems.
Have worked with at-least Java (Adroid) or Swift (iOS) application code.
Understanding of Social Platform, Google Maps, Analytics Integrations.
Knowledge of Push Notification & cloud based messaging.

This position is more about your attitude and aptitude than the tools and
technologies you’ve used. You must have a passion for building innovative apps
and take pride in your work. You should also have great analytical skills and the
ability to handle complex modular software development.

If this sounds like you, we’d love to meet you!

Experience with JSON, XML, JavaScript, and interfacing applications to
server side API’s.
Solid grasp of algorithms, memory management, object oriented
programming, MVC programming, and concurrent programming.
Extensive experience detecting and correcting memory usage issues, as
well as optimizing code for application performance.
A solid understanding of mobile operating system fundamentals such as
processes, inter-process communication, multi-threading primitives, race
conditions and deadlocks.
Good knowledge of Git version control systems.
UX knowledge is plus but not mandatory.
Should have a good attitude & aptitude skill.
Only for candidates with B.E/B.Tech/MCA education.

Hiring organization
Invoay Software

Employment Type
Full-time

Industry
SaaS Software, POS, CRM, ERP, 

Job Location
Delhi
Remote work possible

Date posted
22 May 2021
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